Burley
Woodhead
Adventure
Scouts

Is your child ready to get out of their comfort zone and work together as

part of a team to achieve great things and solve real problems? In Year 3
during the Autumn term, your child will become a Burley Woodhead Adventure Scout and an expert in team work and facing whatever challenges
come their way. They will journey along Hag Farm Road in order to survey
and collect scientific data about woodland habitats. All of this will prepare them for a dramatic mission to the depths of the Amazon Rainforest

to help the local people solve major problems of their own. Does your child
have what it takes to earn adventurer badges, develop their skills, and
use their knowledge to make the world a better place?
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Outputs—some, but not all (there are too many to mention and some
cannot be planned for!)
Become a fearless and intrepid Adventure Scout. Complete team
building games and collect all your Adventure Scout badges to

add to your Adventure Scout t-shirts.
Save the Rainforest! Plan enterprise events to buy and protect an
acre of Rainforest
Keep your own adventure journal and write your own adventure stories. Create your very own nature guide about your favourite plants
and animals to add to the Adventure Scout library
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Maths Coverage
Place value, ordering and rounding; counting on from any given number; addition and
subtraction strategies; written methods for
addition and subtraction; measure using

metric measurements; reasoning

with the

number concepts we are working with; problems solving; extended number investigations including working methodically
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At home you could talk about:
The climate and

Burley Woodhead

physical environ-
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ment of Burley in Wharfedale and
the Yorkshire Dales
Where the Amazon Rainforest is and
how life there is different to life
in Burley
What different tribes in the Amazon

At home you could:

Rainforest

Paint or draw pictures of woodland

do

trees and compare them to pictures of trees you could find in
the Amazon.

You could go on an adventure to

Make a model of a river travelling
from its source in the mountains

Otley Chevin, Malham Cove, and Bol-

to the sea.

ton Abbey and talk about the physi-

Visit the woods and collect leaves,

cal environment including rivers ,

and seeds and use a book to iden-
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Visit the

tify the species of tree

library to find books about

Use the BBC weather app to look at the

the local area and the Amazon

temperature of places in the Ama-
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You could write:
You could read:

Fact files about a part of the
Amazon
An adventure story about a journey
down a river into a woodland

or

tropical rainforest
A postcard from the Amazon
An A – Z of

West Yorkshire or the Amazon

Questions for a child living in the
Amazon Rainforest

Books about the local area or
about the Amazon Rainforest
Stories set in the Amazon
Maps of the local area and of

South America
Adventure stories by Bear Grhylls
or Anthony Horowitz. Read
Journey to the River Sea by Eva
Ibbotson

You could watch and play:
Watch UP and see what going on an
Adventure could do for you,
young or old
The Octonauts—they have many

great adventures and visit the
Amazon Rainforest
Planet Earth II

